




Alpha: Cornerstone Academy Preparatory School (CAPS) is part of the Alpha Public Schools network, whose mission is: We believe that all
children have a fundamental right to an excellent education. Alpha Public Schools will ensure that all of our scholars develop the academic
skills and leadership habits required to succeed in college and live with integrity.

CAPS operates on two central guiding beliefs: (1) A college preparatory education begins in kindergarten and (2) literacy and mathematics
are the cornerstones of a strong elementary education. Technology is integrated into the curriculum (1:1 in all grades) and students
participate in various elective classes in addition to their core subject classes.













On the most recent FIT assessment, CAPS received an overall rating of 97.16%; which is a school rating of "Good". We will be adding two classroom modulars during the summer of
2023.

















"At CAPS, family involvement is an important component of our success as a school. In addition to the school site council, families are involved in a wide variety of ways, including:
Parent conferences,
Volunteer opportunities:
community meetings include parent education topics
Monthly coffee/cafecitos with school leaders are opportunities for families to discuss a range of topics in support of their children.
Online parent portal for families to access student attendance and grades in real-time;
A parent mobile application that contains a range of relevant information and resources, including calendar, announcements, connections to the parent portal, and handbooks.
Regular phone calls by teacher advisors to their students;
Family conferences three times a year;
Family survey two times a year;
Alpha Board meetings are open to the public, and parents are encouraged to attend.
In addition, Alpha has a Parent Learning Center, managed by our Parent Learning Center Manager, that identifies and facilitates various initiatives to support our family community and
help minimize the barriers that families face in supporting their students " 











A healthy and safe environment is imperative to productive teaching and learning. Alpha has adopted and implemented a comprehensive set of health, safety, and risk
management policies. These policies are based on best practices provided by the California Department of Education, as well as county and local police department
recommendations. These policies have been approved by Alpha's Board of Directors, are reviewed quarterly, and are updated as required in response to any change in
conditions or operations that may affect the health and safety of students and staff. The full safety plan is located on our website and at the link provided below: 

bit.ly/APS_Safety












